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The Bookstore 
Behind the Bindings 
by lisa Gonsalves 
If you happen to be one of the Julie Tompkins then asked. If a' student brings a book back 
February 12, 19~~ 
. many students on Bridgewaters exactly how does the return policy .beyond 24 hours then the store has 
Campus who are very upset about protect the student.ln many ways, lost a chance to sell that book. They 
the bookstore's policies then this for example,some students try to will then have to try' and sell that 
article is for you. One of our staff bring books from the Catholic book book back to the publisher and 
members Julie Tompkins had the exchange and sell them back to the . some publishers will not take back 
same concerns as many of you and a bookstore. This is one main reason their books. If the store has loses the 
question and answer session was why a receipt is needed: Many stu- opportunity to sell that book then 
set up between herself and the Man· dents do not understand this policy, the chances are, especially if that 
ager of the bookstore Donald Con- but, how many times can you bring book is a used one, that the student 
drey. Many of the students main back an article of clothing that was will not be able to return it. _ 
concerns were answered to at this bought on sale? With or without the Also, the bookstore must return 
meeting. First of all, the bookstore's receipt, it is a final sale-the same the books to the publishers after 
return policy was discussed. Many goes for used books. Another way in about two weeks so they cannot 
students complain about this policy which the return policy protects the take books back after the drop-add 
stating that they should be able to students is with the case of a stolen period because the publishers no 
return a book no matter what. But, book, and it does happen. There is a longer want them. The bookstore 
the bookstore return policy. was pending judical case going on now,' cannot be subjective. Students 
cr:eated specifically to protect the involving a book that was stolen last must remember that the return pol-
students, the' administration, and year. If the ,bookstore did not icy was made (with their help) to fit 
the bookstore itself· all· equally. demand to see a receipt, then these' the majority· the flexibility is for the 
Unknown to many students, is the sort of things would go unpunished. minority. And the store does exer-
fact that the student body itself If students would only keep their cise flexibility-they ask questions in 
helped tOCl1E!ate the return policy.. receipts, and return the books every case and they often' violate • Bringing 
Four and a half years ago, the stu- within a reasonable time, then the their own rules and regulations. On 
dents, the administration.AAd. the poq~store wouJ(.i gladly take the the question of flexiblity, the book- . '~'bbtlkSforehelcl a combined meeting book back. By a r-easonable time, 24 store asks, "how fIexiblet:ah webeR: Senator Proxmire 
_ to draw up the policy that .is now hours is the most desired, especially The\' must keep Jha.stor..e qoinq. 
~,;;r:i'!O"""~~""_.l~il;'~sjnce;this policy is with used books. Anofher thing that :. The ~toredefiniteIy usest1e~jbilityin to . this catnpuswas certainly" . not 
I 
"L noldnge~ sa.ti,~i.!!.~Lthe C:!Jstomers, students forget is the fact that the ~the' tlrsCtwo weeRs; bUl ·affer thIS 
a new return policy is being conci: bookstore is a business that hQsto they must question you. 
dered at this time. survive just like any other business: (continued on pg .. 2) wasteful spending . _ .. 
AN OPEN LETTER TO THE CAMPUS by Gil Blis$ 
by Chris Opensbaw 
Hecently,a "great number of stu" 
. dents here on the Bridgewater cam-
pus have begun to wonder. if there 
will ever agi3in be organized social 
gatherings that will include them. 
Under-twenty year oIds: when was 
the last time you ~ttended a gather-
ing that included all ages? How 
many times have you seen' a poster 
advertising something you'd like to 
attend but couldn't because "a 
Bridgewater ID and Mass. Licence 
is required"? Are you bored· with 
dorm-room parties where you have 
to worry a bout hiding your· beer? 
Did you ever wonder if anYQne here 
e. at Bridg~water can have an organ-ized social gathering without 
alcohol? 
The discrimination begins in the 
most obvious place on campus: the 
Rathskellar. Grahted, the Rathskel-
lar has made a recent effort to allow 
under-twenty year olds to watch 
movies on the bi'g screen. However, 
they do not serve alcohol to anyone 
during these movies. Does it sound 
like reverse discrimination? It is. 
Why can't the Rathskellar take the 
responsibility of checking ID's inside 
"tne DarT Even - the" - stamping of' 
twenty-year aIds hands outside the 
door and serving only those with 
stamped hands is possible. Eve-
ryone must admitthatit is ridiculous 
that under-twenty year olds cannot 
so much as enter the Rat to order 
take-out pizza. After all, if the Rat 
could arrang~ something to that 
under·twenty year olds could go in 
to eat and socialize it would be to 
their benefit. 
Secondly, it has been discovered 
that the Student Union plans to 
have events such as. dances in the 
ballroom that wiIl only include those 
who can drink. In other words, 
under-twenty year oIds, what we 
once had, we no longer have. Stu-
dent Union Activity dues were just 
raised, and under-twenty year aIds 
are not invited to these activiti~s. 
What's so wrong with having the bar 
partitioned off during these dances? 
It seemed to work out well before. 
The under-twenty year olds here on 
campus should be able to attend 
these gatherings without any 
problems. 
in my opinion, iLcomes down to 
this: if the under-twenty year aIds 
can't attend any gatherings, their 
time will be spent doing things they 
are not supposed to. The campus 
authorites worry about dorm van-
dalism, destruction, and drinking oj 
alcohol, by the under-twenty year 
olds. Perhaps if they had something 
better 'to do these'thirigs would not 
happen. . 
For some of us, it's going to be a i 
long time until we are twenty years 
old. Do you want towaitthatlongto 
socialize? 
: The Bells of Boyden Hall 
by Louise R. Burke 
Have you been walking through 
campus, or sitting in dass, this 
semester, and heard bells? No, you 
haven't been studying too hard. The 
carillon in Boyden Hall is working 
again. 
Built around 1928, Boyden Hall 
started chiming the hours and half-
hours in the late 1950's. Originally 
located behind the stage in the 
Horace Mann Auditorium, the elec. 
trqnicmechahism became damaged 
bycufious people who wanted to 
s,ee .how· it worked. Adding to the 
problem, neighbors began lodging 
complaints that the chimes were dis-
turbing them. This led to a restric-
tion in its' use; however, the damage 
to the unit was so extensive that in 
1972 the chimes ended. 
When reconstruction was begun 
on Boyden Hall in October 1979,. 
Schulmerich .Co., the original mak-
ers of the carilIon, were called to 
make the necessary repairs. At this 
time, the mechanism wa~ relocated 
to the former balcony area where it 
WQuid be secure from .damage. 
There are actually no bells. bu t an 
electronic .chime system; It has a 
keyboard for direct playing, and it 
can be programmed, similar to a 
player piano, to play any song while 
unattended. 
The original plans called for com-
pletion of the project before Christ-
mas of 1980,· so· carols could. be 
played;' unfortunately, it wasn't fin-
isheduntil January of 1981. On Jan-
uary 20th, the day of the hostages 
'release~ Prof. Achille Joyal was 
heard across the campus playing 
"My Country 'Tis of Thee". The 
Alma Mater will be heard on Com-
mencement Day (May 30th), and 
carols are predicted for this Christ· 
mas. A tradition has been restored 
to BSe; 
"Big government's" most diligent boredom in pregnapt pigs (Pro x-
watchdog made a lecture appear- niin~ suggests takJng th~mto a 
ance here Tuesday in the person of movie); and his favorite; $103,000 . 
Sen. William Proxmire (D-Wise.), spent by the government to find out 
famed "through his monthly award- why sunfish that drink tequila are 
ing of the "Golden Fleece," which more aggressive than sunfis~ that 
highlights the most outr.ageous drink gin_ r kid you not. Senator· 
example of wasteful spending by the Proxmire asserted that this type of 
government. Bringing Senator thinking would be of good use on the 
Proxmire to our campus was cer- campus in trying to find· a football 
tainly not wasteful spending on the field for the Quad 8. The fame of the 
part of the S.U. Program Commit- Quad 8 spreads far and wide, 
tee, as they saved $2000 on the non- apparently. 
appearance of former UN Proxmire proceeded over the 
Ambassador. Andrew Young, and course of his talk to speak in favor of 
gave the students an opportunity to . increased military spending, 
hear one of the most important voi.. although the funds should.bechan-
ces in the modern Senate. Not that nelec,i in the right way. Weapon sys-
Young would have given a poor talk, tems should be less complicated 
it's just that it is doubtful that he and more efficient, and increased 
could have. improved proportionally emphasis should be l?laced on 
with the fee increase. :upgrading military pay,as the US is 
Senator Proxmire arrived at the spending millions in training, only to 
college fresh from an appearance on lose its investment to private enter-
Channel 5'sGood Day show; and. prise. Proxmire also spoke against 
proceeded to- deliver a thought- large spending on secondary and 
provoking one-hour talk based on elementary education"citing that 
inflation. He noted that modern day the more government· puts in, the 
inflation has thechara1cteristic-that. more the SAT scores go down. 
prices keep rising right on through a . The Senator concluded with a 20 
recession, whereas . recession used minute. question and answer period, 
to be considered a cure for inflation. during which he fielded questions He stated that the bestTegulator is a ranging from the grain embargo (in 
competitive economic' system, favor) to 'Republican cOt:1trol of the 
something that is scarce today Senate (not in favor) to a fine query \ 
because of the many monopolies posed by BSe Financial Aid Direc-
dominating our economy. After a tor Dave Morwicl{ 'Concerning 
cursory nod towards the oHcom- government· assistance to lower-
panies' contributions to our prob- income college students (the,only 
Jems, Proxmire turned to his forte, time that Proxmireexhibited dis-
government over-spending. It would tinct politicians' traits) .. ' . 
be less effective to go on without The price of the college lecture 
citing variou~ Proxmire. Fle~ce circuit has skyrocketed along with 
awards, so here's a few of his favor- everything else in the last few years, 
ites; $84,000 forfindingout why peo- and it's too bad that someone of 
pie fall' in Jqve; $27,000 to find out Senator William Pro){mire's' stature 
why prisoners escape from jail; the has become too expensive to have 
Department of Agriculture spent on more than an occasional basis. 
thousands to firy,d out how to relieve 
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Commentary Commentary 
Drs. Rhoda and Phil 
Ad'e'ndron Sp'eak Out 
The following commentary is written in the hopes of provoking 
thought rather than offending any individuals. The writers admit that 
they, too, belong to cliques but prefer to remain anonymous out of a fear 
of physical abuse. 
Do you break out into a cold sweat when you are without your friends? 
Do you feel extremely nervous in new situations? Are you afraid to go to 
eat dinner alone? Do you lack the ability to come up with an original 
thought? 
If you exhibit any of these symptoms, it is safe to assume that you are 
suffering from cliquitis. You must.be reminded that this is a psychological 
disorder and to this day there have been very few fatalities because of it. 
A clique is a small, exclusive group of people who. share the same' 
thoughts. ideas, interests, and possibly dress. In viewing this particular 
campus, one may perceive many cliques that could be catagorized under 
academic, financial, and social in orientation. One may feel that wo~en 
tend to form diques more often than men. But, one must also be aware 
that there are more women on this campus than men. Perhaps It is the 
stereotyping Qf roles that causes females to identify themselves with 
groups more so than the "independent" males. 
by Danny Hall 
Do you know what is happening at 
the Hill these days? Well one of the 
biggest issues to spring up at the Hill 
in recent weeks was the firing or 
dismissal of GRA, Frank Fontaine . 
. The main issue isn't why Mr. Fon-
taine was fired but it is student reac-
tion. A petition circulating the halls 
with a magnitude of over 400 names, 
has once again caused havoc at the 
Hill. 
The petition was established by a 
group of students to show Student 
Housing Authorities that they were 
rather deliquent in dismissing Mr. 
Fontaine from his position at the hill. 
When the Housing Authorities 
were asked their reasons for dis-
missing Mr. Fontaine, they could 
not answer. "Mr. Fontaine is still a 
student here and we must protect 
those rights." They went on to say 
that dismissing Mr. Fontaine was 
rather difficult because he had 
excellent rapport with the people on 
his floor and also that they them-
selves had built a very close relation-
ship with Frank. The petition has 
been circulating since last week and 
has received wide popularity. 
Although 'sdurces say that many of 
the students were coerced into sign-
ing the petition. In interviewing 
some of the students who signed the stresses that in order to be am?ffec· 
petition, a few didn't know who tive GRA you have to adapt to your 
Frank was or where he worked in surrounding. At the Hill, adapting to 
the dorm. Nevertheless, 400 names your surroundings is very difficult 
is quite an accomplishment. How- and that makes the job tough. Frank 
ever, sources from the Student is a lot older than most students, so 
Housing offices say that the petition he tried to be himself instead of hav-
will not have any bearing on their ing a title level with the students. 
decision. "] don'j care if there were I asked Frank if they ever offered 
4000 names on that petition it would· him the job again, would he go back. 
not have any bearing on my Frank said, "If I could go back to my 
decision." same floor with the same students, 
Other repercussions have yes, hut next year, no, I couldn't 
occurred because of the firing and work for the Student Housing 
the petition. Other RA's and GRA's Department again." 
have been indirectly blamed for the This is not the last we will hear 
firing. Dampge to property as well as about Frank Fontaine's dism. ,iSS~­
threats to the RA's have been given Frank belies that, "There is a lot thl.. .. .>J 
by students. happens in the dormitory, that Stu-
We had the opportunity to ask dent Housing is not aware of and 
Frank about his dismissal. He that they will never be aware of. 
believes that the problem arose There are things I could deal with 
because of the varied philosophies. that they couldn't." 
Frank had an "open door policy" at Many students feel it will be a long 
the Hill. He felt very comfortable time before Student Housing finds 
letting students, at their will, come :mother GRA that will be as effective 
down and talk to him. He likes the with the students as Frank was. The 
policy and did very well with the kids - petition, .as well as students' voiced 
using it. Unfortunately, he felt that opinions, have shown that Frank 
the Housing Authorities believed was once an important figure in the 
that he lacked the authority to be a growing saga of the, Great Hill 
GRA. Frank was never an authorit- Dorms and will be sorely missed. 
arian and he admits it. He also 
Academic cliqy.es are observable everywhere and quite distinct since 
there are often clubs associated with them. Students within certain 
majors tend to "hang" together since they have common interests and 
knowledge. Through observations, you may discover that certain majors 
group themselves with other majors. (For example, one may find certain 
groupings under the general heading of the Sciences.) Similarities in 
interests and thought is the reason for this phenomenori. Academic 
cliquites may dress alike as well if they are involved in studir;=s, work, or 
extra-curricular .a~tivities that demand a certain type of dress; (For 
example, Physical Education majors--sweatsuits and Sneak?fs). All can 
be considered 'victims of c1iquitis if that is the only group the~ associate 
with. 
Letters to the Editor 
Another catagory is the financial cliques. The only way they can be 
detected on the surface is if they openly display their economic status. 
Some groups that "hang" together because they are on a certain 
economic level include; "The Fancy Car Clique," iheLaCoste Clique," 
"The Designer Jeans Clique," 'The Maybelline Stockholders Clique," 
and others. These groups are related and assimilate because they feel 
cliques may be found among; 'workers and non-workers. Herp. the day-
to-day close contact among workers tends to bring them together. 
day close contact among workers tends to bring them together. 
Nonworkers form cliques when they are the only ones left to socialize 
with at certain times' when their other friends are working. ',. 
Another catagory can be formed on the basis of people's, soCial 
behavior.,HeredY~ )1ote that it is virtually impossible to avoid creating a 
clique as it is in our nature to be social beings. In looking aHhecampus; 
virtually all clubs and organizations are diques. Within one club' there 
can be several smaJrer cliques. One may find people breaking into two 
groups; old members and new members. This is only one of the many 
intracliques which may exist. These people are drawn together out of a 
need to share a particular inteTst or hobby. Other social factors which 
may contribute to' the forming of cliques include; drugs, partying hahits 
{1.Every night, 2. Thurs/Fri/Sat, 3. On'cea week 4. Once a year,S. 
Never, 6. On-campus-go-to-all-events, 7. In-town group), age, athletic 
ability, intellectual ability, and previous social background (such as the 
"High-School-Carry-overs," and 'Woodstock Throwbacks."}. Social 
cliques are very often formed out of convenience. One large division can 
be seen between the dorm students and commuting students. These two 
major groups can also be broken down· into several subgroups. This is 
probably due to the fact that one person can only keep up with so many., 
friends, hence the typically small sizes of cliques. '. , 
VJ,e would like to suggest possible solutions~ Perhaps you don't even 
want a solution. That is your choice. Keep in mind that you are here, 
supposedly, to learn. One majer source of learning is through other 
people. How can you learn anything new·if you· don't force yourselfto go' 
out and meet new people outside of your small group of friends. ,Perhaps 
you could try doing new things 'and discovering new interests. This can 
lead to the making of new friendswhith is important in learning and 
,becoming open to new ideas. We're n9t suggesting that old friends be 
dropped, but rather that new ones he added. One major thing to avoid it 
trying to change your new friends to make them just like your old friends. 
New associations can helpyou discover more about yourself. Don't be 
afraid to express your individuality!!! Good luck. 
(continued from pg. 1) 
Dear Editor: 
I am writing in reference to a letter 
in your February 5 edition of your 
paper concerning the evaluation 
and selection of coaches for Bridge-
water State athletic teams. My 
knowledge in this area is only in rela-
tion to the w.omen's teams so I will 
address that area. 
. All coaching positions are posted 
in various newspapers and applica-
tions are sent through the proper 
channels at Bridgewater State; from 
thi~ interviews are held and coaches 
Dear Sir: 
I am greatly disturbed that kids 
are trampling over the old peoples' 
lawn to get to class, but I am not 
I surprised that they do. This type of 
activity began several football sea-
sons ago: with faculty stomping 
across the quadrangle in 'search of 
. long bombs thrown by aging jock-
professors. The group I refer to is 
the Quad 8. These supposedly fun-
loving educators think nothing of kil-
ling grass, plants in the' quest of 
developing. a thirst for their ample 
beer consumption. 
In conclusion, I think the Quad 8 
.. should take an active role in trying 
to t.epair the old peoples' lawn, or at 
lp.2!,",t post their football,built bodies 
t()hl~ckthe path. Come on, guys, 
we know that you have more civic 
responsibility than just selling raffle 
ti~kets. Help clean up the mess you 




- Another -- question that was captive audience to sell their pio- since.it is very expensive to produce 
dicussed during the interview was duct too only in the first two weeks paperbacks for science or other 
"how are the books priced"? Many of school-unlike other stores that type majors. 
students feel that the bookstore is have a captive audience year rounp, Even with this article, the deck is 
out to get their money by charging The last thing discussed cluring . ·still stacked against the 'bookstore. 
unreasonable prices for boo~s, This the question and answer session They continue to face many accusa· 
is farthest from the truth, because with the bookstore were the many tions. The bookstore is up against a 
the bookstore' has no control over rumors that have been circulating well-meshed peer group, thus iris 
the prices. The publishers tell them about the bookstores policies. One hard for them to express their posi-
.. how much the books will cost. eon- of the main rumors discussed was. tion, The. bookstore Manager can 
tra:ry to the rumors, the bookstore one dealing with the professors. work for 14 hours a day and not be 
. has a very low profit margin- only Many students believe. that the tired, but it is emotionally exhaust-
23%. As· far as the prices of used bookstore . offers to give afree copy ing for him to putup with the verbal 
books are concerned, the store is of a book to the professors who abuse that he' gets. And this abuse 
not permitted to charge more than order a new book every semester. comes from all sides, the publishers, 
25% of . the, retail. price. for used THis is not the bookstore's doing at the faculty, and the students. " 
books. The bookstdreworks just as all, it happens with the publishers. It So, next semester when it comes 
hard to s~ve the students money as is a policy called the" desk copY"'~nd time to buy new' books please 
it does to sell books. An example of it is used as an advertising trick by remember' that the bookstore is 
the bookstore's fairness was, seen 'the publishers, and· as the students only trying to survive along with the 
when a mistake was· made where know-it works. What the students :rest of us, and save the harsh words , 
they sold many copies of one book must remember is that this is not the 'and clitty-.-Iooks 'fC;; s;IT1~one who -
for $26.2~): when it really cost bookstore doing. Many professors really deserves· them. Also~donot 
$19.95. The Manager called the pro- try to consider the students forget the fact that oneof your fel-
fessor and. gave the students t~eir ' expenses' 'by purchasing paper- low students, who also has to go 
$6.00 refund. The students must backs. But English is orie ot.the only through the hassle of buying and 
understand that the bookst<?fe has a . majors that can afford to. do this trying to return books, has written 
this article. 
are then selected for the various· tions - more so than coaches. 
positions_ At the end of the season' In all fairness to the Physical Edu-
all athletes are given the option to fill cation Department and the athletic 
out a form "Student Appraisal of program at Bridgewater State, any 
Coaching." This form includes 16 concerns with coaches should be 
categories including "knowledge of directed to the Director of Women's 
sport," "analysis of sport," "com- Athletics. Any athlete who has par-
munication' with team members" ticipated in the program at Bridge-
and coaches may be judged on a I water realizes that there are proper 
scale of 1-9 with the various numeri- channels to go through to register 
cal ratings explained. . legitimate complaints. Unfortu-
This evaluation form is much nat ely too many people listen to 
more extensive and realistic thnn other people's views and neglect to 
. the evaluation form that we use for discover for tnemselves exactly 
professors. I personally would what is available to them, Neither 
prefer a more comprehensive eva- coaches nor athletes should be pre-
luation form for professors. In con- judged in relation to their abilities. 
junction with this, I know of Sincerely, 
professors that have received poor Donna Eddy 
evaluations a!14 retained their posi- ' BSC Student 
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Announcements 
LOST AND FOUND 
Currency found inside the entrance of the Science Building. Come to 
room S324 and ID or call 330. 
MEETING HOURS 
The Christian Scie~ce College Organization meets weekly on Tuesday 
afternoons at 4:00 m the Conference Room 4 of the SU Building. All are 
welcome! 
ENVIRONMENTAL INTERN PROGRAM 
A 12 week Paid position for upper level undergraduates and graduate 
st~dents intere~ted in environmentally related fields. Most majors at 
Bndgewater State are eligible to apply. Applicants must have completed 
5 semesters of College. These positions are located throughout New 
England with a variety of organizations. Deadline to apply is March 2 
1981. ' 
WANTED!· 
~tudents to work during the Spring Break(March 9-March 20). Work will 
~nvolve cleaning and light office work in the Student Union Building. All 
mterested should see Dot in the Director's Office before February 27 
1981. Work study preferred. ' 
STUDENT TEACHING ABROAD 
All students interested in student teaching abroad and study abroad 
, should meet in the Council Chambers (2nd floor, Student Union) on 
Thursday, February 26, 1981 from 10:00 am to 12:00 noon for a general 
information session. Dr. Robert Freyermuth from the Conter for Inter-
national Education and Dr. Robert L. Mogilnicki will review sites and 
procedures for application. Individual conferences will be held from 1:00 
pm to 2:00 pm. 
ATTENTION!!! 
On Monday February 2nd at approximately 10:00 a student fell fro~ the 
back stairway in the Union. If you saw the accident or know anyone who 
knows anything about it please contact D. Barreiros-Ext 307 or N. 
Collier Ext 381. This is an extremely important matter. 
STUDENT UNION CALENDAR 
The Dating Game will take place Feb 12·8 pm in the SU Aud. 
Pianist Jeff Cabral will appear as TGIF entertainment in the Rat on Feb 
13--4-7pm. 
Honey and Lemon will appear as TGIF entertainment on Friday-Feb 27. 
. AlsO on the 27th in the ,Rat from '9-1 am with be the band "Riding High". 
ATTENTION EDUCATION MAJORS 
The Early Childhood Association will be meeting Tuesday, February 
17th at 11:00 am in SU-1. This is a general meeting for new and old 
mel11bers and activities for this semester will be discussed. All you need is 
yourself and a bright idea or two. 
CAREER CONFERENCE FOR WOMEN CONSIDERING LAW 
.estern New En 1;:\ Co Ie e in ~ rin (ield MA 
to attend, you must reserve a place. Cali (413) 782~3111 or write to: 
Sch.oo1.of L~w,Weste.rn New England College, Springfield, MA 01119. 
Spnngfleld IS approximately 2 hours from, Bridgewat~r in western 
Massachusetts. More information is available at the Career Planning and 
Placement Office. 
FEDERAL SUMMER INTERN PROGRAM 
Last summer BSe had an intern in the Washington, DC Office of 
Person~el Management. This year we have been askedby.the US Dept. 
of JustIce and ACTION to submit nominees for their summer '81 
internships in Washington, DC. The.academic departments and ~gency 
they will nominate for. are given below with their contact person: 
US Dept. d Justice: Political Science (Junior or graduating Senior) 
Dr. Michael Kryzanek. Industrial Psychology (Junior or graduating 
Senior) Dr. Ruth Hannon. 
ACTION: Sociology/Anthropology (graduating Senior) Dr. Abraham 
Thomas or Dr. Clay Greene. 
'Stude~ts must apply through their department and complete required 
forms m order .to be considered. All materials must be in by spring break 
(March 6). Notification of selection will be around April20.lf interested, 
contact one of the faculty listed above as soon as possible" 
SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATIONS 
Applications for undergraduate scholarships to be awarded at 'Honors' 
Day and Alumni Day in May will be made available on or after February 
11, 1981. Applications will be made available in the Financial Aid Office, 
Office of Student Services and Student Union Information Booth. 
For information regarding specific scholarship criteria see the new 
Dimensions Student Handbook, page 28 and watch for announcements 
in the Comment. ' 
YEARBOOK ORDER FORMS 
Y earbook orde~ forms \:ViII now be available at the info booth. Order your 
yearbook now; a lasting record of you and your friends at BSC Year-
books will be mailed out in August 81. Yearbooks-they are not just for 
Seniors anymore! Cost: $10 including postage. 
ATTENTION SENIORS 
This is the last call to order cap and gowns for Commencement Exer-
cises in May. Orders will be accepted thro~gh March 6. You may place 
your order in the Office of Student Services in the Student Union, across 
from the Info Booth. 
~----~----------------------TOP CASH PAID FOR UNWANTED GOLD: 
AND SILVER.I • 
Jewelry, Class Rings, Dental Gold, Sterling, I 
Old Coins,Mercury, Diamonds, Silver Dollars : 
3% MORE WITH THIS AD I 
Every sunday at the 1 
Country Place Flea Market I 
Rt 24 & 44W at South St. : 
J. Russo & S. Mickevich I 
Booth No. 250 Licenced Dealers C212 I 
____ ~----~--------~-- ___ ~ __ I 
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Lincoln Collection Presented 
to Maxwell Library 
Two collections of Lincoln books 
and periodicals were presented to 
the Clement C. Maxwell Library of 
Bridgewater State at' the Annual-
Lincoln's birthday meeting of the 
Lincoln Group of Boston, held 
Saturday 7 at the college. 
Dr. Owen T.P. McGowan of Fall 
River, Bridgewater director of 
library services, introduced Mr. and 
Mrs. Howard T. Oedel of Cheshire, 
Connecticut and Attorney and Mrs. 
Frank Williams of Hope Valley, 
Rhode Island, members of the 
Lincoln Group, who presented 
collections of 1400 and 250 items 
respectively to the library. They 
were accepted by Dr. Adrian 
Rondileau, college president. 
Special lincoln bookplates have 
been designed for the collection by 
Gloucester artist John Manship_ 
The Oedel plate is a Lincoln portrait 
af\d the Williams plate depicts 
Lincoln as an attorney. Dr. 
Jordan Fiore, Head of the Division 
of Social Sciences at Bridgewater 
spoke at the program and 
announced that lincoln exhibits 
will be mounted throughout the 
library. They will include a display 
of photographs taken by Robert 
and Sylvia larson of the 
Bridgewater faculty for an article, 
"New England Remembers Mr. 
Lincoln," in the current issue of 
the Lincoln Herold. 
NBC's Kent State Docudrama 
Included Factual Errors 
by Bill Gordon 
(CPS)--Sticklers for accuracy four-hour version, for example, 
should have a field day dissecting showed, a dorm. counselor's wife at 
the docudrama "Kent State," which - the height of the demonstrations 
NBC aired Frebruary 8. Although asking her husband, "Can't you 
Interplanetary Productions, which forget the revolution for an hour? 
produced the show, went to the Come home to lunch. I'll serve my 
trouble of annotating the script-- Ho Chi Minh Tuna Surprise." 
apparently in anticipation of heavy More serious were the surviving 
criticism-~some of the citations fictions that could fundamentally 
didn't check ouL alter the public's perception of what 
A thorough reading of the script took place that weekend in Kent. 
uncovered some 38 factual enors, The script, for instance, shows six 
though 14 were eventually edited "radicals" setting fire to the campus 
out of the version televised in the ROTC building, thus providing 
United States. A four-hour version, Ohio officials with a motive for using 
which was also screened for force against the demonstrating 
American television critjcs in Los students. 
Angeies, will be shown -in foreign . In fact, no one has ever been able 
countries, presumably with all the to establish who set the fire. The 
errors included. campus "radicals". themselves 
'Most of the errors in recounting contend they have no idea who the 
the events before and on May 4, arsonists were, and others hav~ 
1 9 70, w hen' 0 h ioN a t io n a 1 suggested the fire was del.iberately 
Guardsmen killed four and set by someone anxious to provide a 
wounded nine other people pretext for using force against the 
gathered at Kent State University to protesters. 
protest the American invasion of The script also showed 
" Guardsmenhuddlil)g bef9re they 
Guardsmen staring down their 
sights at the protesters were 
actually angry also distorts the 
nature of the tragedy. 
The film, moreover, understated 
the mood and size of the student 
crowd. The number of protestors 
shown own in the movie was 
significantly lower than the number 
who actually confronted the 
National Guard in 1970. 
The movie 9)50 showed a crowd 
that was considerably less 
provocative than the real one had 
been. According to the show, the 
demonstrators did not throw many 
rocks at the Guardsmen. In reality, 
there were a lot of rocks pitched at 
them. 
Yet it was not the producers fault 
thatthe scenery did not always look 
convincing. Kent State Pre$ident 
Brage Golding refL!sed to let the 
crew film on his campus. 
Even if he had, things might have 
looked different. Kent State has 
since built a new gymnasium on the 
site of the ~i1Iings. 
between two of the subsequent men were involved in p ottmg e unng w IC 
victims--Jeff Miller and Sandy shooting, something even the most authenticity. He dismissed most 
S c h e u e r --i s imp 1 i edt 0 the avid conspiracy theorists would not criticisms by saying that what really 
impossibly quiet interlude of an on- allege. . counted was that the show 
duty Guardsman playi;g a guitar. The dramatic conveniences of illustrated that innocent kids had 
The needs· of dramatic license having the victims meet the been killed. ' 
provided the most entertaining Guardsmen who later would kill 
fictions. of the presentation. The :them, and of suggesting the 
~... ' ........... ~ ..................... ' .... ! 
i '((iOySnALK'61'1 
and Side bY$icJe 
Broad St (Route 18) Bridgewater Center .... 697-4446 
A WlS'EAND CONVENIENT PLACE 
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~~'.,i ... . . ' Classifieds 
Kymbies-Happy Valentine's day to Smuggler's Notch-MissyOh, Shelly. 
my favorite roommate! Hope your will the real Joe Barry Farrell please 
day is filled with Jots of love aQQ sit down. Vitamin M for 2 skiers. 
happiness. Love; iJsa·..· .. Mike picked up ct t9Se'.in the middle 
WBIM (The Best In Music) is als! the winter. Gom'esy wipe::; uut but in the 
"Best in Men". Bill, Rick, Mark'C., parking lot. Tunes on the way home, 
Mark T .. Neil, Peter G., Peter P., Barry Manilow, Elvis Presley, or 
Paul L, Paul N., Fred, rich, Jerry Roger Whitiker. 
,Jim, Joe, Leo, Gene, Tom, George, --------------
Kevin R., John M. To the "Boys in Dear Lauri-143' Forever, PLD,69 
Music"'·-Happy Valentine's Day!!! Love~ Me 
--~-------------------Soap in Rm_ 20·Wnat hapflf!neci- Fied~--Sront0\aurus omelets and a 
today? Pretty intense on Thursday. I nap or two st~~t out every day just 
had a good time Judy. I gotthe pin in .right! I'll always love you, Wilma 
Alicia. The Cape at 9:30, herew(fgcr 
Eddie_ Very philosophical huh, Hey E.B. Happy V .0. Day. Couldn't 
Mary Ellen. Have a Happy Valen- let that go by· it being your holiday 
tine's Day! D.Don and all. Glad you got early classes so 
Hug·ABug- I'll love you for.ever you cilln make them all. You know, I 
with all my heart! Happy Valentine' 5 knew that net was gonna fall. You're 
Day! Snug·A-Bug a definite no. 4 in my book. You're 
Hug-A-Bug: Only 3 weeks tm our corrupting fluff slowly and _ I don't 
West Virginia vacation, yeah! Kisses. -like it-not one bit. Beek 
and hugs from me to you! Snug-A-
Bug 
Mush pot- We have no yesterdays; 
time took them away, tomorrows 
may not be, but we have today! 
Happy Valentine's Day. Love, 
Linda LoveLace - . 
P.E. Hope you have a happy Valen· 
tine's Day! From the night prowler .. 
Guess who? GH 
Roseanne, You've _.9ot a catchy 
accent-good bait for intriguing fish 
and/or pumpkins. Seen any savages 
at din~din lately? Have you seen· ah -
.. _ Eugene and his pink bunny lately, if 
you did were either one of them 
standing? How abou.t· a game of 
wandering group fish? Catch a - u -
lata! Kora . 
Dad; Keep this to your very own Happy Valentine's 'Day to my 
. self, but you can play with my belly Lamby Chop. Love, your Sow 
buddin' if you have nutin' else to do. Bucket 
Ow.:,nt know, I think I hear a knock 
at my window. Don't forget, Rhone Roxy· It's been a weird year, thanks 
interruptions, tickle spots and don't - , for helping me through it. Can't wait 
forget I'll always be in love with you, for my present! Hope you like yours.' 
never let the blues get the best of Rotate your tires. Love~ Paddington 
you. Happy Valentine's Day, The To Fred and BarneY'YQu two hand-
Brat some big guys are too much. Those 
Phil, Happy Valentine's Day! I love pictures on your wall are really wild, 
you. Love, your blue snowball. especially the ones of the dog that 
To 98 pounds. to my favorite Math can fetch sticks. Slim. do \lOU think. 
teacher. Thanks . for all' your help. you can stand another su.rnmerwith 
Hey if you don't"stop pulling my hair all those girls hanging on you? And 
I'm going to tell my mom. Why do Pat, watchout, you're wasting away 
you keep getting prank phone calls, to nothing on that diet. R 
I .wonder; .. WeU:keepslUllingcu,:\d 
Happy VaJentine's' Day." Thegiri 
next door. 
Notice: The Bookstore will begin to 
Mitsie·Happy Valentine's "Day1 I 
know . this one will be the best 
because I'll.be sharing it with you. 
Love,Tirh 
foake bookreturns to publishers 'on . Roses are' red, Violets are blue, If I 
2/17/81 could put my girl on stilts, she could 
Happy VaientitlEi1s Day to my roo.. play basketball too! 
mies. (We're the balls.) Please clean Hey Red-say what L said-that's the 
the room. Love, your favorite BREAKS. Happy Birthday-Freeport 
roomie _'7_9~F~a~n_C~lu~b ______________ ___ 
Happy Valentine's Day "Sybil", 
Happy Valentine's Day Catherine;' 
Happy Valentine's Day Marda, 
Happy \JaTentin.,e's Day Cynthia, 
Happy Valentine's Day Melissa, 
Happy Valentine's Day Su.zanne, 
Happy Valentine's .' Day John, 
Happy Valentine's Day Betsy·and 
the rest, Love your Friends, Me 
T.J.M.-Happy Valentine's Day and 
Happy Anniversary! I. love you. 
M.J.H. 
Heh, Glacierface, You have a beet>: 
like a hawk, but do something abod 
those claws. What a difference'ir1 a, 
year from Sasoon to sweats. Your 
shoes were once in style but the.' 
pilgrim era is out. We heard you 
played a major role in the movie, 
The Shaggy Dog. B.B., E.B., F.R, 
B.F. 
Notice: The Bookstore wilt begin to 
make book returns to publishers on 
2/17 81 
Lost: One Lonely Heart. Found at 
Daiker's Flowers in a Valentines 
"luv" Bundle. Central Sq., 
Bridgewater 
'" 
To Tom C. in my Calc. class, (9-
MWF)~ Looking good! Your secret 
admirer; P.S. Got any secrets I 
could admire? 
To my tail on 18, Sorry I didn't 
notice you. Where do I leave my 
answers? 
Dean, ha\.ie you hidden in any nice 
closets la1ely?? Love, D. 
To the B.S.C. RUGBY TEAM-
Happy Valentines Day RUGGERS! 
I'm psyched for this season! Let's go 
wild, I'm ready to bang heads.You 
guys are the best on campus! I'm 
ready to sing and drink. How' are 
your vocal cords? Drink up! Why 
were you born so beautiful? Why 
were you born at all? Here we 
go ... Guess who? P.S. Your moth-
er's in love with a chainsaw! 
Notice: The Bookstore will begin to 
make book. returns to publishers on 
2/17/81 
To BABA·Ready for another "P" 
party. Next time BY.O.P. Better 
lock yourself in your room, so you 
don't have any accidents. What's so 
funny behind those walls? I'm wond-
ering why the "do not disturb" sign is 
up in the afternoon. Are you trying 
to tell me something. pope wee-
kends live on. Love Pegasis 
To Caca·Hey, thanks for the Hp" 
party. Really enjoyed the first one, 
have to do it again real soon. Watch 
out for that wild man y'ou met at 
Larry's, could be a mean biter. 
Looking forward to many more wild· 
weekends. Thanks for all the great 
times. Love Pegasis 
.i?egasis·.Are .you up for another Hp" 
party with us? I thought you'd never 
try it, now you can't even get 
enough. Can't wait for the weekend-
what will it be this time? Don't laugh 
at me, I'll need your mirror. Hey I 
heard . of your early morning 
s.ch~me·don't try it. Love CaCa 
Bubba ... SorrY· for all the scr@rn&jtl 
the night but my dreams are so alive, 
"was there a sale last' week?/J Just 
don't move my stairway to heaven-I 
might falL Is mono -mouth feeling 
better? Don't spread it banana-
s ... Have a piece of freshen up and let 
it pop. Love CaCa 
I LOVE YOU PAULA! My love is 
beyond measure, but I know it is 
bigger today than yesterday, and it 
is growing all the time. This world 
was never meant for one as beautiful 
as you. xoxoxoxoxoxoxo 100% 
yours·Michael 
Happy Valentines Day to all my 
favorite guys; Ray, Don, Bill, Mike, 
Allan F., Allan T., Frank, D.B., 
Scott, Richard, Steve, Joe, Lars, 
David, Karl, Bob, Dan, Wayne, 
Mike R., and Doc. Love, Laurie. 
Dear Globe Deliverer; Keep drop-
ping by every morning and keeping 
me up to date, Oh, yes. Don't forget 
to bring the Globe, too. Lisa Marie-
221 
L.T. of 1c-We really don't get 
together enough anymore. Why 
don't we?,. Brian 
Linda-I know where 1'm going. If you 
want to corne along, you're invitied. 
I really enjoy your company. Love 
Brian . 
Beth, You've brought me a lot of 
happiness and always· cheer me up 
with your smile. I do 'love you and 
hope you have a happy Valentine's 
day. 
Hey, One-Shot-Happy Valentine's 
Day. It's been a great year and four 
months. Hope we can keep up the 
good work. If you bait your rod, 
remember I've got a fish all ready for 
you. Love you, Fishmarket Annie 
Barbara·Happy Valentine's Day! 
The date is significant. It's been fun 
in the past few months and it will get 
better. Mansion Madness will con· 
tinue. I hope we make it to FLA. and 
back. Take care and stay away from 
the Becks. Love, Samari Trucker 
To my favorite Valentines; L.P., 
A.T., J.R.,K.B.,B.M.,D.C.,M.N., 
Happy Valentines Day, Love you all-
Pebbles 
Hey Ponch, Jon, and Jannie-Pooh· 
You better rest up over March 
break·you'll need it. We're up for a 
rematch!! Ya, we're bad. Townsend 
Investigations 
To Barbie-Happy ValentinesDay, 
with all my love, Ken 
Notice: The Bookstore will begin to 
make book returns to publishers on 
2/17/81 
Frank·Happy Valentine's Day. Love 
. always and forever, Debbie 
To Jackie 8'., Sue, Kathy, Arlene-
without a doubt you're the only girls 
whose personalities match their 
looks .. .ina word, you're allbeauti· 
ful. W.K.A. 
Babe-Happy Valentine's Day. Why 
is Austria so far away? I love you. 
, Me 
To the third world teddy b~ar, S & 
M on sundays? Must be Grateful 
Dead! You're the man with'the 
inside scoop. What's the name of 
your inflatable doll? W ~n it's off to 
college. Signed, the Nerfs 
. To all you rags on number one Shea- Happy Valentine's Day to all the 
Happy'V.D. you alcoholics! I Jove' Sunday Student Union job stations 
. you alL signed SRA . employees. You make every day a 
Life in the quiet world· Have a happy 
V.D. You too Norge,Squeak,Twin-
kles and the rest of the crew. D.J. 
6-9 p.m. 
TREZ,MARY AND DEB--Oh, you 
girls think you're so funny. We 
haven't seen the room 90 trio at too 
many parties lately. I want all three 
of you to be my personal Valentine. 
Signed the big Mr. X! 
To the mind's inner eye, Blind to the 
world or self, Dance,Dance with 
Chaos. To turn so fast,all seems 
still. 
Rudy B..Happy Valentine's Day! 
Happy 20th too. What an approp· 
riate day for you to be born on. The 
true romantic. It's almost time for'an 
annual celebration,can you believe_, 
it? Lucky me! Thanks for everything £"i:.fl" 
you do for me. Love you Scoop "I" '// 
NBarty", You knew I'd lose the bet 
didn/~ you! I challenge you to are· 
match! Love you,Scoop ''I'' 
, Notice: The Bookstore wiH begin to 
1 make book returns to publishers on 
2/17/81 
To Our Roommate Patty, Happy 
Valentine's Day! From the GIRLS in 
1205. P·.S_,We love you just the way 
you are, so don't go changing. 
To Doreen L., Yes I think you're 
sexy!Yes, I want your body! Yes I 
want your red juicy lips! Yes, I want 
you to BE MY VALENTINE!!!!Will 
you???? 
To my Mamaluca, I want to wish you 
a Happy Valentine's Day!!I have a 
feeling this one will definitely be.defi-
nitely be HAPPY! I love you with all-
my heart!!Limpy 
To George Mitsaris, Remember our 
agreement! You should have read 
the fine print.Oh la la! Y6u'reeveri", , 
sweeter than the ·candy . ,,~iOu sen.. ~,I: 
Luv ya! Signed,"The employee" 
Robin,Mike,Kim, ·Carolyn,kCol· 
leen,John and Mary-Here's. the per· 
sonal you've been waitingfortYou'!. 
guys are the best friends 'iri . the' 
whole world. I'll never forget you .. 
Thanks for everything. Love·YGu~· .. , 
all!! Karen ".. :;.. ,,::~:1.;l 
Happy Hearts Day toalloftis1n tne!l; : 1 ! 
Cafe. This semester should 'be' 
"worth risking yer life fer~#! Such 
that...We'llhavegood times at Lar· 
ry's,Ralph's, Julio's, the Rat...and 
the like. Never stop striving for the 
Big O! The Chick with the furry 
gloves 
E.B.· Y mir holiday is justaround the 
corner-V.D. Day. Gee, I'm sorry for 
picking on you but I know you love 
the attention. Thanks for the 
smushed cookie on the door and the, . ::. 
powder in my hair but all .qf t;t~.~aA'f . 
have premature graying,so"d()rl~\i 
push it. ',: ii I;, 
Lorraine dearest,it is relativel31my , 
honor to be writing you. thispef· ... , 
sonal. You're a really sw~lIperson' 
and you didn't think I knew how to 
be kind! You're such a well edu· 
cated one knowing all the countries 
Green Eyes- How are you doing Paul, This Valentine's Day will be 
babe? Blue eyes isthirJ<ing of you. 4 the best yet, because even though: '. 
years is coming upl "Machine Gun" . we've shared two, this will be our 
.Dear Mike·I want to wish you a Valentine's Day. Thanks Smitty 
Ha~py Valentine's Day and let you To the E.T., Gift suggestions for our 
know that I have been thinking of favorite couple are; for the groom- . 
you. Love, Denise to·be, a Mr. Microphone, for the 
2/11/8-1 HAPPY 20TH BIRTHDAY bride·to-be, a knife sharpener. Gift 
JOEPERREHULTS ~u~g~g~e~st~io~n~s,~I~nc~. __ ~~~ __ __ 
To TBND, Happy Valentine's Day 
and Happy Birthday. I didn't forget 
you, buddy and don't think I ever 
will, How's Ralph doing these days? 
Hey Be Wong, I like that kinky 
hairdo. Is it a reflection of your per-
sonality? Ted 
in Europe! What's' a glacier? Yes' I 
. know dear that one was a toughie·-
Well enjoy your semester, honey 
and remember E.B. makes me Tela-. .,/"""" 
tively SICK!! 
To my guy with the muscles-Times,. first-together 1 instead of miles apart. 
have been hard but nothing a flaky Than.ks, best buddy, for putting so 
puff and a little kiss can't solve. Will much love and life into every day. 
you be my valentine? Love you. Love always and forever, Me. Hey, 
XOXO 2 - 81 is it to late to give each other Christ-
To my sexy huskie-Hi ya Han! I am mas presents? Never. .. 
really looking forward to that - To my favorite bird lover. I was 
hockey game .. ;we're going to have a reading My Mother, My Self, and 
great time. these past nine months realized how. much I miss you! 
(almost a whole year!!) have been so Please, Please, Be my Valentine! 
special...that/sbecauseyou're so Happy Valentine's Day, Thue! 
, special. .. Here's to us ... 1 love you! ORANGES UNITE! 
Sneakie . To F.R: (C.L.), I guess it is time for 
Swifty, are you a fag or a swimmer? 
Want me to deal the nextgame -you 
can trust me!!!You really should 
control' your drinking so you don't 
have to be carried so often. All I can 
say is if you can't handle the cans 
don't try the pitchers . you 
lightweight! 
Turner; you Burno~t! Let's play egg 
toss and remember·Give with it! 
HAt I beat you in caps onta again 
even with Hibby as a.J2artner-thanks 
for the backbo~And· always 
watch outforhit-chhikers with white 
robes. They're gonna get ya!!! 
.. ~~ 
the world to know that 1100e you. Be 
my valentine forever. Marry me 
because I love to ski on your bunny 
hills. It gives me frog skin. Love 
always and forever, "Enchie" 
M&M- Have a great day!!! 
To the six pack. Well gang, it was 
fun wliile it lasted. To the leader of 
the pack· you're the Best! Let's all 
get together and go to the Rat some 
night. We'll give "Sparkle Shine"a 
whole' new meaning. Thanks" for 
making my senior year even' more 
memorable; Love, Jeannie 
*~l1l1llll11llllilllllllllllllllll~* 
~ Swifty says you'r.e a lightweight. Bye 
Buddy - TGND 
Hey Raputa, Let down your long 
golden locks and let them get 
entangled in a little fur. Go for the 
Maureen F- Please be my room- . gusto! Teo 
mate,:! love your body. Love "Kif :::'C;""a;";th";;'y-,-y~o-u-'-re-m-y-k-in-d-o-f-p-e-r-s-on-. 
Carmel the horny carp· Happy Val· Love ya!Pete 
~~~--~--------------
entine' 5 Day·our second as room- Bear-Happy VD Day ... Pete 
mates! Hope Fosterface is good fo 
you! . Me Vicious· Did you hear the joke about 
the five pens? Happy Valentines 
N.J.A. - So you fly down the hills DID W 
with the greatest of easel? You're ~a::..y~ .. ~. o.:;..v;..,.e~_. --.--------
quite a mogul jumper, plus you ski Diane,Sorry 'bout Saturday night. 
backwards, too- you Hot Dog! By Trust me! My intentions were 
the way, you only went 2 weeks honorable. Let me make it up to 
without; I've gone 4weeks with only :::,.yo_u_·_J..;;.o_e __________ -:-<-
2 left. Stay off your can. Jean- Paulette-Your beau must be a lucky 
Claude Chicken Legs guy, Wish it was me. Love the feath-
_ Dear Judy Cakes-I've been longing' -er,s. They make you look twice as 
for your body for two years now. I'Vf! pretty as you normally do. Happy 
fantasized abol\lt placing a hickey on . VD' Day-(You owe me an article). 
your neck in the shape of a heart. L_o_v_e--:;..y_a,:...-Jo_e ___ --.-______ _ 
. Please be mine on Valentines Day. ,Tothe red bomber-I hope you have 
Your secret and frustrated admirer. a nice Valentine's day and', maybe 
John: You make early morning . that blue·eyed blond from breakfast 
square dancing classes worth it! will be your valentine. Guess Who? 
Dewey and Lewey--Alias Chip and 
Dale, "Help me Jane", T.T.F.W., 
S.A,M., "Strap it", M.F.,Dallas· 
Alice, Ginnie-may and Rodger,-
Dixie Chicken and all the others, 
You guys are the best. Waaa. Lov~, 
Hewey. Happy Valentine's Da~A! 
Happy Valentine!'s Day toJeff,John~ 
,Mike,Tom,Cliff,Chris, or whi· 
chever one your are;' come late, 
leave early and bring your shovel. If 
you lose, you get the pillow andthe 
back porch, but you're always a 
winner. to me-' and of course I'll 
respect you in the morning. Luv· 
,Carls Gal, J.K. 
Chris·Violets aren't red, and roses 
aren't biue, but after my birthday I'll 
still keep you. Thank you for all the 
wonderful times you've made,the lito. 
tIe things and all the smiles. More to 
come if you'll keep me. With much 
]ove,your Bratte xoxo 
George·Happy V.D. "dear" and 
many more to come! It's so much 
fun having you as my "fav". Hope it' 5 
like this for a long,long time. "What, 
do you get when you cross a wild 
Greek and a crazy Irish girl?" I don't 
know but it's great! Love You· 
Barbara Jean 
Happy Valentine's Day honey·The 
last 17 months and 7 days have been 
the best of my life! I love you-·the 
Tango Kid 
Artie·} hope that you are as happy 
on this Valentine's Day as I was last 
year.Thanks for the 9 plus months 
that made me the happiest I ever 
was. 14·3-
Robyn, Happy Val:ntine's Day to a 
sWQetheart of a roommate. 
'~J ori 
Rob are red,Violet are Blue-Mike 
Nickley ,if you didn't look like 
floppy, I might want to go out with 
you. Brenda 
Mary,Happy Valentine's Day! You 
are the greatest. Thanks for being 
my Valentine. I love you more than 
anything in this world. 1'm so glad we 
can spend this Valentine's. Day 
together. I'm so glad we're together 
forever. I love you, Steve Holland 
Ivor, will you be my valentine? Hugs 
and Kisses, Miss Frito . 
Hi there Mar-Would you. like to be 
my Valentine? Please, I'll give you a 
dollar. You mean the world to me. 
Let's alv:.rays be together. Two years 
ago Cupid hit me with that everlast-
ing arrow.I love you kid·me and you 
forever: Stubbs 
. To Margarita: Happy Valentine's 
Day! I wish you a low phone bill and 
forthcoming days of moderation. 
Love, Florida-Bound in March. 
To Carol: Happy Valentine's Day! 
With Love. ··From those Swinging 
Guys from Live rp 0'0 \ (George, 
Paul, Ringo, & John). 
Lucy, I will love you forever. I hope 
that we will soon be together. --Blue 
Bunny 
Hey Baby Beals, Nice shoes you got 
there. Remember that ring counts 
as two gifts. Swifty says, "Once a 
fag, always a fag!" You lazy sow--
Teenage Wasteland. We hearQit's 
'your birthday·-Jan. 15. You prep 
you. You're one sick pup. You're 
definitely losing it. Bye, Bucky. 
Love, The, Beek. 
Laura, Valentine's Day is represen· 
tative of you. You're bright, sweet 
and beautiful. Let's make this Val· 
entine's Day a good one. Happy 
Valentine's Day. Love always, 
David. 
Rub, Space, Dandy~' Uncle Mad 
Dog, Twin, and Uncle Dave: 
Thanks for serenading me to sleep 
Sunday night, but the men in the 
white coats are still coming for all of 
you. Happy Valentine's Day. Love" 
Lizzie Borden. 
Mini·Guinea: Is my wife behaving? 
Buddy LaRues' here we come! Let's 
"fall" ,up to the apartments. Chop 
suey at 3 0' clock in the morning? 
Yowza, baw, baw, bawl How's 
Scrumps? See you in Bloomington. 
Love, from your husband. 
Dear Coach K., You're a super per-
Happy Valentine's Day to the son that I'm happy to have met. I 
cafeteria crowd with the hottest truly wish you a Great Valentine's 
hearts on campus. Let's all go and Day and only wish I was part of it. 
get shattered in the Rat, then do Have a good one! Love, Audi Fox. 
something reallykini<y with iflani- . 
mate objects. Signed, Twinkly Blue .- Hey! Puppy··you'!1 never make it 
Eyes through six weeks of agony. OFF 
Mike R.-Happy Belated Birthday- the walls yet? Best of luck anyway. 
Hope you drown in a sea of beer. Thanks, a~ain for your help with the WIMP 
tire eve'n though'the'car fell. It's nice ~:...-______ ..;;;..;. ___ _ 
to know that there are still some Notice: The Bookstore will begin to 
gentlenJ.~J) left,Peb make book returns to publishers on 
To K.A. T.H .-2/9/81... 11: lO-found _2/_1_71....,8_1_.,--______ _ 
out· these-:wet:e~diIEf'at~nbdn,11:30~' "Pup'Te'nfs"';i;md'fhe"RiOge,. B.B: &: 
still ponderi~g,' 1l:45·s~eating, Kens, Buddies forever. What can I 
11:50 panicking, 11:55·Happy Val- say, Thanks for the Saturdays, mind 
entine ... love, Bill your Toes. Love ya. --Your Sat. 
To Joanne no middle name Sylvia, Nite Lover!!! ~~~~--------------Have a Happy Valentine's Day. I Don Johnson actually reads the 
loye you. M. Alexander personals? 
~~~~------------------Hey Jude-Can you take a dictation Beals: Are you listening? No, I 
please? You domesticated' thing didn't think so. This week special: 
you. Happy Valentine's Day. orange coffee, this time you get the 
For the Arts Magazine staff: Fifty sugar. Do you have any fascinating 
words? That's all the words I get to trivia for me? Can you repeat that, 
tell yoti 'how much you mean to . you always do. I know you owe me 
me?? T~e'·hek:l!!lt'n be a good issue, $1, but I don't really care, so why 
one to: 15e:proudof, thanks to all of =b::.;ri;.:n~g..:..it:....u.:..;p~. ________ _ 
you. When it's over, let's have a Hey Ted! ('Nooge'), Any recent 
mean T wi~ter game. Little Lynn news about hit & runs? I hear it's 
Roses are red and. violets are blu- moose season! I can hardly wait for 
e,Jeff Metra:~If you were to get a new the long weekend--Party Hearty 
hair cut,Iffiight go out with you. indeed (oky-·fine)? Horses, booze, 
and BCs. I'm psyched!!! Thanks for 
Notice: The Bookstore will begin to inviting me. Yourwango. p.s., Irish 
make book returns to publishers on isn't a language (for rea})? 
2/17/81 
Lisa & Lee, Here is your first per-
To the person with the L.P . Travel sonal, personal. I heard about your i~in·the.Co.mmuterCafeteria,Fri-~ first time. I hope it was great. When WY the 13th could be your lucky will Ighet to show you my' stuff? 
day. Signed-a secret admirer. If feel- Soon, I hope. --Your Secret 
ings aremutual,wink! Admirer. 
Steve, will you be my valentine? Ann :":T:':::o:':':t;':'h:":e:'::W":'-o-o-d-H-a-n-P-Ia-s-h-e-rs-,-W-e-'r-e 
This time with feeling! Happy Valen- . screamin' for· that one~eyed "T" 
tine's Day. Do you think Y9U could snake and that Big Daddy Disco 
stand 'a forever? } love you,Louise. Dong up at Heartbreak Hotel! Sen-
David, H.appy Valentine's Day to my :::.;su::.:o:..:u:.:5:.:.:ly~,-.:T:..:L::.;S:..:. ________ _ 
one andbnly for now and forever. I To Marg, in '79"we hear you're 
love you! -·Laura SCREAMEN' to blow sO,me bub· 
To the fried rice eater, I'm hungry, bles. Go for that prize! --Radical 
so weJJ take my car, because your :...F:..:re:.:s:.:.:h:.:.:m:.:.,;e:.:,n;:;,,' ________ _ 
car has no heat or brakes arid it's Page all anyone who catches Janine 
ugly! I get over misunderstandings Manzi drinking beer or indulging in 
very quickly so come over and visit' any alcoholic beverages whatsoever 
I promise my roommate won't wins one free case· of beer. Keep 
dance to 'fame' or eat chicken livers, 'your eyes open Wood! Contest 
and I won't beat you up. I might even ends February 2S. 
play New York, New York. -·Your Maharajas .. sorry, but I can't read, 
future roommate. Puss.Puss. P.S., I can't write either. 
To Princess Jayne Jagger (the, Joanne, I'll be damned if I wrote you 
enchantress with the magic touch): a personal but a Ray of.hope shown 
MUCHO DINERO to you on Valen- andI got in the groc;>ve sowill you be. 
tine's Day (&every day). See you my Valentine? The Shadow knows. 
'east of eden, Love, a Future Heir. *.~ 
ti.j ..' " 
~lIIll1ll1nlllllllllllllllllllll~ 
~ ~ 
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To my Puerto Rican Friend: Hope 
your 20th Birthday brings you all the 
happiness you want. Have a great 
day and remember--now you are 
mature! 
Coach Klu, How's your cat? Hope 
you had an excellent 22nd birthday. 
You're getting better! Love ya! _. 
Me. 
Notice: The Bookstore will begin to 
make book returns to publishers on 
2/17/81 
Patrice M. Where are you? I'm still 
here. ··M.F. 
c.K., Cupid has hit! 1'd love to get to 
know you, cause I love those dance 
techniques. Happy Valentine's 
Day. --The TV. Star 
Hey Roomie: I've arranged for a 
truck carrying kegs of Mich Lite to 
hit someone between now and Feb-
ruary 28-; Don't cross without look-
ing both ways! 
To My Brother Buddy, Happy Val-
entine's Day! I think you're terrific. 
Bob, this time with feeling!' Happy 
Valentines Day. Do you think you 
could stand a forever? I love you 
Well if we 'had the Black Plague to 
write about like Boccaccio, Lynn 
and I might be successful writers! 
"Who is Salvatati?N the question 
remains unanswered. Where can I 
find Bruni on a Saturday night? 
Susan: Have you found anyone to 
train yet who are as strange as the 
Comment kids? We miss you and by 
the way-can you tell me why the 
buffer is flashing red and green? 
Your students 
Leetha: Bet this is your first per· 
sonal. Jeff and I miss having lunch in 
the formal dining room at your table, 
and all the fun we had making 
omelettes. Two Denver omelettes, 
two teas. ' 
To Katharine Anne Porter: Why 
didn't you write your autobiography 
when you were still alive and kick· 
ing? It would have made my job a lot 
easier. Well, I guess you would have 
spent twenty years rewriting it, and 
then, ·of course, you'd have to write 
about the twenty years you spent 
rewriting ... PS. Richard wonders if 
you con$ider Truman Capote an 
American Woman Writer ... 
Louise. Lynn, Thanks. 
~~~--------------------
Brian Gaylord: Are you really the 
greatest living writer? .. How abQut 
serializing The Arts Magaziri.e Sto-
ry? .. Did you really write Hamlet, 
Prince of Barrington? .. Bpe·I-Bo ... 
Lynn: By Jove, Hedda, you don'j; 
really MEAN that! Of course I'll by 
you a thoroughbred: it was part of 
the bargain ... People don't really DO 
things like that!!... Hot apple cider, I 
say! ... Rick and Who? ... Do you have 
any tea, coffee, cider, WATER-
? .. Thanks, Sweetie. I can't wait for 
Juno, and for The Importance of 
Being Earnest, and for March 21. 
Lynn: When in disgrace with· for-
. tune and men's eyes/I all alone 
beweep my outcast state ... Haply 
(and happily), I think on thee. 
Oh mY, my, my. 
Paul Bowdoin? Bewdin? Bouden? 
Happy Valentine's Day from Chap' 
lis, Vintage 1979. . 
Pick, I've always relied on the kind-
ness of strangers .. , Caddy smelled 
like trees ... Miranda trapped in colli· 
sian... Is phoenex Jacksons 
grandson really dead? .. 
Twin, I thought I'd be nice and send Jeff, Thank§~ ______ • Notice: The Bookstore will begin to 
you your first B.S.C. personal.Isit a To: M.D.S.V. Happy Valentine's :', make book returns to publishers on 
Love Thing and are you full oifire? I Day! Thank you for making this 2/17/81 . 
think so, Lets go to Japan and find Valentine's Day the best one yet! 
out! Happy Valentines Day. Love You're my everything hon .. J love 
Sister Joe. you! (How I ever got you as my 
Betsy, Thanks for being so kind to Valentine, I'll never know ... but 
me on my Birthday. No one could thank God 'for miracles! Love, 
ask for a better friend than you. Bonita ~~~--------------------Have the best Valentines Day. Love Dear Don, This will be my happiest 
always Your Best Friend. Valentine's Day because we'l! be 
3Dear Herman Munster, Don't together. Love, Maureen. 
forget the good times, I never will. Happy Valentine's Day to my dear 
And by the way ... Oh Never Mind. sweet roomies DeeDee, Sue La, 
Ha Ha! Susie, Joanne, Cath,. Bob, Ed, 
Hey Thumper, How are ya ,Wee· Dave. Love & kisses. ··M. 
Dominic: You are so cute! Behind 
that beard, I know that there is 
something(but what there is I can't 
tell). Happy Valentines Day.·Love, 
Barb. . 
Tim·Thanks for opening my eyes 
and heart. Whenever you need a 
friend just call my name·Lisa 
Bee-- Jee·Bee, Honky ya Take care Mo, what a great road trip to 
kid. Your favorite flounder. UMass! We'll have to do it again, _ 
Paul-Happy 23rd Birthday and' a 
most happy Valentines Day. The 
past year and nine months have 
beeR the best, and the rest of our 
lives will be the same. ~ love you, 
always-Toni 
Mon Sherri-Vous soi les tu a? La 
leche shake par vous. In such a way 
that I think you are cute and sexy 
and you make me happy when I am 
with you. xxooxx JS 
Buckles, Thanks for the only next time we't! knock down 
Champagn~~: You shouldn't have. that Blue Wall! Your Partner in 
Have the best Valentines Day Ever. C_ri_m_e_. _______________ _ 
Thanks Again Lisa. Room 84 Wood announces the 
T.O. I must be losing my "Detective" engagement of roomie Carolyn to Betsy-How can you eat plain 
tQ~chbecauseJ . don't kp()w';wh~r~ ·P£t.st~r.JlJ~n<pf: them~::mth,~.ll:J:lm.Y·!(qgU:rt? Th~ st~f:fc JOQks,li~~ ,refined,.: .. 
you've been hiding out these days., What a hunk.' (Therdianiond' not pnfegrri.!AnSlA: ' .' ........... 'i<'i .' 
Your a real stranger. I hope it's not Jimmy). We wish you both the best 
like that rest of the semester of everything cupcake. -·CilIa & 
because I'd really ,like to see you~ _L_isa_. _' _________ _ 
Come up and visi·again. J.(p.s. have From the Boys, We want Palo back, 
a Happy.Valentines Day) save the RA$. MQchine·Gun wants 
L.ooking for a band which needs a the job. --Big G ).ly. 
lead singer .. Interested in all types of 'N f Th B k t '11 b . 
music. Contact Lisa Marie Menn in I a Ice: e 00 s ore WI. egm to 
221.Sh H II t 373 ': make book returns to pubhshers on eo. a, ex . . ! 2/17/81 
Smugglers Notch Lets not try to ____________ _ 
break anymore ski poles. We need ~ 
more goat skin bags to go around. 
Who's that person with a hole in his ~ 
To Joe-Your mama wants two dol-
lars in food stamps to get your 
daddy out ofjail for Valentines Day· 
ColdB 
To J.B.-Happy Valentines Day. I 
, ,have liked you for a while and' will 
probably keep on liking you. I do not 
know why you are not talking to me 
but I hope you will start talking to me 
again. Your-V.P. ' 
'*\\?JllIIl!IlIllIllllIl!lI!lIIIII!II!~* 
goggles? If you barf it will cost you $ ..... --------------------:------1 
10_ Who changed those signs 
around. Thanks for the red cheeks. 
Hurry Carda. 
AGAWAM To Marianne-I still love you-Steve 3To Hobby, Locke or is it -.. -~-.? When are we going for some chi-
chi' 5 again? Next time I'll wear my 
black seam nylons, ok? Rumor has it 
you've been losing sleep lately. Yor 
really should try to' solve that little 
"problem". Happv Valentines Day. HALP·M·OON 
To Gene, T 4th floor Durgin 
THANK YOU. 
CutieBelink! Be my Valentine I love 
you. You're the.best snuggler in the 
world. P eshy Raaah!' I love you with 
all of my heart forever and ever. You 
are my one and only Valentine 
Mark.· Have you so much Lisa. 
For rent·· half room for female--
includes kitchen and living room 
privileges. Close to college phone 
697-7697. . 
Richard: We know that you hate 
personals containing "Happy Valen-
tines Day" so we won't fall into that 
holiday trap. All your friends and 
fans at the Comment just want to 
say,"Go for itl" 
Ja~e(Rosesarered,-violets ~re' 
, blue, The· next round of beers and 
I pepperonipiz~a are on you. Spice is 
nice and sugar is sweet. How long 
,will it'be tillthe next timewe me,et? 




The Second Annual Summer Job Recruiting Day will be· held on 
Wednesday, February 25, from 10:00.a.m. t03:00p.mjnt~eBall:oomof 
the Student Union. Here is your great opportunity to· mtervlew and 
explore a 'variety of exciting summer jobs with over 45 organizations. 
(We expect close to 55 on the day of the event). These organizations are 
mostly camps, andarelocated in Massachusetts, Vermont, New Hamp'-
shire, Maine, New York, and. Connecticut.. ' 
The positiuns available are many and varied: waterfront, counselors, 
arts and crafts, drama, nature s~udies, special events, recreation, and 
many others; · . . 
All majors with· or without prior summer camp experience are weI.. ' 
come and encouraged to talk with representati,!e from prospective 
employers! Many camps weren't able to make it. As a service to them, a" 
special table will be set up with their applic~tions. and. infor~ation. 
This event is being co-sponsored by the Fmanclal Aid Office and the 
C~reer Planning and Placeme,nt Office. For more information on the day 
and participants, contact either office. 
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Entertainment 
Rock at 27% Heidi and the Goats 
NOT JUST FOR THE KIDS 
__ tIaving a party with TAZ R.F. 
, by Joe Mcl?onald 
Ic,~'~ 
This weekI'lI focus on a new, up and coming local band:TAZ R.F. 
The group was formed in Newport R.I. and originally consisted of two 
acoustic guitars, flutes, harmonicas, lap drum and, of course, vocals. At 
that time, the group was made up of Wayne Ramey and John Braga and 
were playing under the name of "Wayne and John". Ramey, a 1970 
graduate of Southeastern Massachusetts University(S.M.U.) with a B.A. 
in Humanities and Social Science, taught -high school for eight years 
before joining up with Braga. Braga graduated from S.M.U. in 1974 with a 
B.S. in Civil Engineering and was a teacher at Nature's Classroom, an 
environmental education program. 
During the summer of 1976, "Wayne and John" frequented such 
Rhode Island,nightspots as Harpo's, One Pelham East, and Bojangle's 
Pub. In March, 1977, the duo added Tom Khoury on piano and key· 
boards. Khoury, an S.M.U. graduate with a B.S. in Political Science, had 
been leading the Tom Khoury Quartet for a number of years. At this 
time, the official performing name was changed to T AZ R.F .. Dana 
Ramey, an S.M.U. graduate with a B.A. in Spanish and one timetrumpe-
ter for Phase Ill, was added on bass. For the next year and a half, the 
group continued on as a quartet. 
The Children's Theatre at BSC is 
currently working on the musical 
production of "Heidi," which was 
adapted from the Johanna Spyri 
novel. In the hundred years that 
have gone by, Heidi has become one 
of the most loved little girls in all th.e 
world's fiction. Her story has been 
translated into more than 40 Ian· 
guages. "Heidi" remains a figure 
with which children throughout the 
world can easily identify. The story 
takes place in a chalet on an Alm 
(mountain meadow) near the Swiss 
village of Hirzel. It deals with the 
adventures of the young girl Heidi, 
who ha.ving no mQther or father, 
goes to Eve with her grandfather, 
only to be separated from him. The 
story demonstrates how children 
hold their own against adults and 
how they stand the test in all kinds of 
situations. 
The cast' includes: Diane DiGi· 
anipietro as Heidi, the adventurous 
mountain girl, Bob Mello as Franz, 
her hermit grandfather, Karl Wie· 
dergott as Peter, the young goat 
herder, Jean Prall as Clara, Heidi's 
invalid friend, Frank Whalen as Herr 
Sesemann, Clara's genteel father, 
Donald Baillargeon as Professor 
Weberdorf, Heidi's lovable and 
absent·minded teacher, lisa Caron 
as· Fraulein Rottenmeier, the aus-
tere and militant housekeeper, Bev-
erly Mulhern as Dete, Heidi's 
waspish aunt, Raymond Surprenant 
as Sebastian the butler,' and Joe 
Wallace as the Station Master. 
Cast as the villagers are: Lynn 
Benoit, Denise Cormier, Kevin 
Roberts, Kerri Rock, Marion Nor· 
ton, Alan Talbot, Brenda Walsh. 
Danny Maloney, Ed McDonough, 
and Kathleen Kinsey. 
The show is being directed by Dr. 
Richard Warye, with musical direc-
tion by Carolyn Curtis and choreo-
graphy by Marion Rocha. It will be 
presented on March 5 at 10:00 a.m. 
and March 6 at 10:00 a.m. and 7:30 
p.m. in the Student Union Audito-
rium. Tickets will be $1.00. There 
will also be school performances 
March 5-11. For information and 
reservations call 697-8321, ~xten. 
sian 213. 
For an enjoyable and heartwarm· 
ing experience, come see "Heidi!!" 
After performing throughout New England and at the Outrigger, a 
club in Christianstead, St. Croix in the Virgin Islands, Mark Asciolla, a 
1975 graduate of Bristol High School, was added on drums in January of 
1979_ The group began experimenting with different instruments includ· 
Altered States 
• ing electric guitars, saxophones, and a fiddle. They added Bob Rosewell, 
a Newport Jazz veteran, on tenor sax; Bob Enos, a founding member of 
the New Viper Review and Channel One who, at one time, played with 
the Original Platters, was added on trumpet and flugelhorn; and Jim 
Dillon, a former member of the Rhode Island Philh?lrmonic, on 
It's Time has come . . . an.d gO)1e 
by Betsy Hanson 
trombone. . Altered States is one of those using science as a means of finding 
On August 11, 1980, the group won the 1980 Battle of the Bands held 
at Rocky Hill State Fair and Expo. On November 30, the group was a 
finalist in the 1980 WBRU Rhode Island Rock Hunt. The band placed 
third, behind The D.CTenz and The Words, and received $200 for their 
efforts. Considering over 95 bands entered the contest, the final placing 
.was .. ad rn iri;lb Ie. NoVJ th~ group has released its' first single on the 
"ind'ependehd::'t)R label. It's"grea.t!. -
films that becomes a "critics' film." "truth," Jessup never resolves his 
It's release in late 1980 garnered concepts of God or religion, which 
excellent reviews from many of the reappear during his. hallucinations .. 
_. most important critics, even making When Jessup finally realizes his 
a few "10 Best" lists. It is the type 'of answer,atter nearly destroying him-
film a critic could analyze, and since self in the process, he returns to CI 
few films are worth the scrutiny, it is more· spiritua/conception through 
The" A" side Too Damn Smoky is the groups speakout to all those 
smokers out there. It chugs and bops and hits you hard. It'sihe kind of 
song, that will make you sing and dance or, at the very least, tap your feet. 
And when it's over, you want to play it again. And again. City Blues is 
more in the blues vein but it too; is a winner. The horn section, to use an 
old Ii-ne, cuts through the other instruments like a hot knife through 
butter. If these two song~ don't get you moving, then you're dead, but 
just haven't been buried yet. 
no wonder that they pounced on the love of his wife (Blair Brown) .. 
Altered States. £t is a film that is Altered States takes the view that 
'well-written, well-acted, and well- science is not the answer to all of the 
directed; but has one flaw that mysteries of life, but can become a 
affects the whole perception. It may destructive tool if followed to the 
not have bothered the critics, but it point oi'excluding man'sbasic moral 
. will have an adverse affect upon the and emotional needs. 
general audience. Set within the time period of the 
The group has played all over{even Bridgewater State College) and if 
you have a chance, go see them now before they get real famous(ticket 
prices are expensive when yoU're famous}. They've already played: 
\ The underlying theme that per· late. fifties to the middle seventies, 
vades this film is the conflict ,Altered States has trouble convinc-
between God and Science in the' ' ing its audience of its seriousness. 
Jimmy Buffet and who knows where they'll end up. Goo luck gUys!(Just 
remember,. to send me some free 'backstage passes when you get to 
Carnegie Hall). 
mind of Dr. Arthur Jessup (William While the film is based .on actual 
Hurt). As a Harvard professor, Jes- research, it does not seem plausibJe 
sup is obsessed with finding man's if watched from a 1981 perspective. 
At press time, the fate of TAZ R.F. was not really known. It was 
announced on Tuesday February 3, that the group had decided to call it 
quits. Now it seeps that many of the group's members wish to continue 
and only a few want out. Well, all we can doishopeth~y make a decision 
that suits the whole group. Maybe, the band cancontinue with some new 
blood. Because, after all, talent like this is too good to waste.' 
"original self," and attempts to No experiments involving the actual 
accomplish this feat through the use taking of hallucinogenic drugs are 
of hallucinogenic drugs in cotijunc· done today, since the dangers and 
tion with an "i!?oIation tank."While effects are already known. Similarly, 
!!!!!.~~ 
GAR BE R STU DENT 
SPRING TOURS 
One Week to: 
'Bermuda, Ft. Lauderdale, 
Disneyworld, Curacao, 
Freeport, Spain, Italy 
Weekends to: 
Montreal, New York, 
Washington 
FREE GifT to the first 500 
inquiries. 
Write: Garber Traval, 1406 
Beacon Street, Brookline, MA 
02146 or call (617) 781-0600, 
Ext. 300 or 353 
P.S.Posltions for Campus 
Reps stili available on selected 
. campuses. 
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isolation tank experiments along the 
same scope have been discon· 
tinued. The terror of the unknown 
that the film tries to generate is~nulli.' 
fied since the . danger . is already 
passed and forgotten. 
Ken Russell and spedaJ effects 
man Brian Ferren have assembled a 
film' that . bombards the" senses. 
Effective uses of light and music 
heighten the film's mood, and make 
the various effects used seem more 
spectacular. The film has borrowed 
heavily from "200/," which may be 
an indication' of how advanced that 
film was, considering that it is 13 
years old. 
Altered States is an anachronism'. 
If it were released in 1968 ,it could b~ 
conceived as a "head" movie; some· 
thing that would appeal to a person 
under the influence of drugs,' but 
could have enough intellectual 
statements behind it to keep' the 
thinkers happy: Unfortunately; 
Altered States is an extremely well· 
made film whichis past its time. 
'JUNE, 
Can't you understand 
that. your happiness 
means more to me 
than my own. 
That's what love 
is all about, 
that's when you know. 
When someone else"s 
feelings mean 
more to you 
than your .own, 
it's love, 
. you'll knolt!. 
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY 
WITH ALL MY LOVE 
YOUR HOWIE 
Pd~ll' R THE COMMENT Fpbru(lry 12, 19,8 j 
Sports 
Intram·ural News Rehabilitating the Handicapped Through Sports 
On Wednesday, January 28th the 
. Womens' IM championship basket-
ball game was held at the Kelly Gym-
nasium. Tile match up was between 
the undefeated·Confusion Plus and 
the Wittaker Warriors who also had 
an impressive regular. season with 
only one loss. 
These two evenly matched teams 
started off to a slow start on the 
scoring end and zeored in more on 
defense tactics. At half time the 
score was. Confusion Plus 11, Wit-
taker Warriors 7. The pep talk at 
half time apparently got Confusion 
Plus going because from then on 
they were in command. Donna 
Ruscekas showed the audience 
what kind of players make up the 
team by pumping in 10 of the 23 
points. On the other end Chris Tor·, 
pey played her heart out for the 
Warriors scoring six points before 
fouling out. The final score was Con-
fusion Plus 23· Wittaker Warriors 
16. 
At this. time we would liKe to 
t.hank all the women for participat-
ing and a special cant rats to the win-' 










. Maureen Conroy 
On Tuesday February 10 during 
the free hour 35 Bridgewater aWl· 
, iated people came out to compete in 
the Annual Basketball free throw 
contest in their hopes to attain those 
ever so popular T-shirts. 
There was three divisions-Men's 
singles, Womens' singles, and Coed 
pairs, and the competition was 
fierce in all three of them. 
In the Mens' singles, the Irish 
Patrick McGrady's leg injury didn't 
harm him eft all but rather have him 
top honors-popping in 24 out of 25 
shots. Second place was a tie 
between John Howard and Bruce 
Oglive who each shot 23 out of 25. 
In the womens singles Donna 
Ruseckas took the title by compet~ 
ing 18 out of the 25 which gave her just the edge needed. Behind her by 
one point was Gina Mostrone, 
JoAnne Freitas and Nancy 
McKinney. , 
The coed competition was proba-
bly the most exciting with the best of 
the two divisions pairing up 
together. The winninbg twosome 
was John Howard and Donna 
RusecKas whose combined point 
scored totaled 42 making this a new 
Bridgewater record. Six points 
behind this was'a tie for second 
between the pairs of Bruce Oglive 
and Sandy Comin ::md JoAnne Frei-
tas and Dean Jorden. 
The winners from .each division 
received an IM ChCimpionship T -
shirt and set their sights on next 
years competition and some more 
record breaking. 
by Susan Leoni 
Mr. Steven Spinato, a member of 
the New England' Handicapped 
Sportman Association (NEHSA), 
was welcomed as the Children's 
Developmental Clinic's first guest 
speaker of the spring session on Sat-
urday, February 7th. Mr. Spina to 
spoke on the subject of "Involve-
ment in Sport as an Effective Means 
of Rehabilitating the Handicapped." 
Mr. Spinator, who is himself a 
lower limb amputee as a result of a 
boating accident, stated that the 
goal of the New England Handi-
capped Sportsmen's Association is 
"To get handicapped individuals to 
feel more comfortable with them-
selves, their families and their 
peers." 
The New ~nqland Handicapped 
Sportsmen's Association is, in fact, 
a non-profit organization whos.e 
purpose is to provide physically han-
dicapped persons an opportunity to 
enjoy more active lives through 
sports participation. As the guest" 
speaker described the organization, 
"NEHSA accomplishes its goals first 
by providing a common group envir-
onment so that individuals don't feel 
quite so conspicuous or ill at ease." 
He continued, "Secondly, the 
NEHSA attempts to get people with 
handicaps (which we like to call 
inconveniences) to interreact· and 
share in enjoyable outdoor activities 
with family and friends." 
Mr. Spinato spoke about the vu· 
ious methods used in NEHSA pro-
grams. He explained that emphasis 
is placed on physical contact and 
verbal communication in demon-
strating how to actually perform cer-
tain activities. In addition, a great 
deal of time is spent on building con-
fidence of individuals and quite 
often, effecting changes in individu-
als attitudes is important, as well. 
The NEHSA upon its original 
creation in 1968, was designed to 
assist Vietnam Veterans adjust to 
their handicaps. Mr. Spinato 
explained that at present the bulk .. - 1 
NEHSA's clients are young chil\~on 
and adults left handicapped by \,~, c 
iou:5 forms of cancer. 
In addition to being a member of 
the New England Handicapped 
Sportsman Association, Mr. ,Spi-
nato is coordinator for Housing f0r 
the Handicapped in Massachusetts 
and a member of the Architectural 
Barriers Board. 
Injuries . Hurting Men's Swim Team 
The BSC Men's swim team is suf-
fering through another season' of 
: frustrations. Their current record of 
one win and eight losses has been 
tough to endure because of key men 
sustaining illnesses or injuries, thus 
forcing them to swim shorthanded 
for several meets. 
The mermen opened up this sea-
son with a win against Clark arid a 
loss to Keene State, then were 
defeated by Northeastern, Nor-
wich, Brandeis, SMU, Colby, Bos-
ton College, and Central 
Connecticut. They hope to end the 
downhill slide with a strong showing 
against Mass:' Maritime this coming 
Saturday afternoon in Buzzard's 
Last year, the team had several 
fine performers, but lacked depth 
because they were a small sqLiad. 
This year, there are fewer outstand-
ing performers, but the .squad is 
larger. "We hope that next year we 
can combine some quality talent 
and get baCK on track," Coach Yes· 
kewicz noted. 
Women's Varsity Falls Short Bay. ' 
. "This year we have a young, inex-
, perienced team that is. learni1)S to 
8.wiro <:ClH~giate Etventst comments 
veteran BSC swim Coach Joe Yes· 
kewicz, "but we are making slow, 
steady progress." Mainstays for the 
Bears so far this season include 
Scotty Grant, the top scorer, and 
Mike Piazza, a freshman freestyler 
with much promise. Following 
Piazza are Will Cheney and Jim 
Reagan, with George Cummings, 
John Barstow, and Bob Stanley 
rounding out the freshmen. "This is 
one of the biggest freshman tur-
nouts we've had in several years," 
comments Coach Yeskewicz, "and 
they're a group we can build a 
strong squad with." Upperclassmen 
indude Capt Paul Larson, a frees-
tyle specialist, seniors include Matt 
Roche and George Nigro, with jun· 
ior Butch Buck, and sophomore 
traf)sfer ~tev~Ql1iI11by. PattiEvan: gelist~ is manage~ of the team. 
The Bears have one remaining 
home dual meet on the schedule, 
when they host old rival Babson on 
Thursday, Feb. 26. On Sunday, 
Feb. 22, BSC hosts the Fifth Annual 
Mass. State College Swim Meet at 
1:00 p.m. The meet is open to any 
underg.rad taking a full· time class 
load at any State College in our sys-
tem. Warmup is at 12:00 noon, and 
details are available (rom Coach 
Yeskewicz . . ; .• ~~~a,tors .• ·~t;l':elly,q}!~~h.l~ ·;·~¢:recentl9;'t1eated:;fo· a.magn~fi~ ; 
cent performance as the Bridge-
water Women's Varsity Basketball 
met Bentley. Although Bridgewater, 
now 11-5, put in an excellent effort, 
they lost to Bentley 63-58. 
Early on in the game, Bridgewater 
came out' with an effective press. 
Guards Tessie Muoio and Karen 
Croteau were aggressive and broke 
up Bentley's offense with several 
st~als arid ·jump balls. However, 
Bentley, led by guards Paula Ayers 
and NancyRoundtree kept up their 
qUick pace. fastbreaking out of the 
press, Ayers threw some incredible 
passes and Roundtree set up some 
basic plays that stunned Bridge-
water. As Bridgewater's defense 
temporarily collapsed, Bentley 
pulled ahead and led atthe half40· 
29. 
pulled their game together. Junior ~~~~~1;~~~;~~~~i:~: . \ ',: : >.~ (, .'\r::,~.' ':,<,,;:". ~ :":)" ,,>'::':'i>~J.'·":::1:~· ~"<'.:' <:'<" ':< :,'>" 
down 19 for the game. Freshman 
Jody Collicut came alive in the game 
in the second half. If there was an 
opening, she was in it-ready to 
BAIRS NEEDS YOUR HELP 
score. She was rippingdovl:n' the boards along with Turner::Michelie The BArRS ~nfortunately lost' pus lor the entire college commun-Dineen also put in a good effort for three members because of their ity. We ery.courage all ideas that will Bridgewater, especially on the def- dedication and o\:>ligation to their help us to develop programs in ensive end. But,' despite their con- professional internship. Due to our order to meet the needs and inter· stant battling, Bridgewater could organizational structure that ests of the students. not pull ahead. In the lastJew min- requires two men and two women to . The Council for Recreq~i~n pro-utes. of the game, Bridgewater lost serve on each council, we are now Vldes recreational programs to also their confidence and threw'away the searching for three reponsible meet the needs and interests of stu· ball 'more times than they held on to males; two who are needed to serve dents. We have been doing the best it. Although they came within three in the Recreation Council and one possible job to insure variations and points they could not stop Bentley to become . the new Intramural enjoyment in all of our activities. from taking the contest. ' ., Council replacement. Once again" we are urging any Collicut waS clearly thestarofthe. The Intramural Council member three males with an interest and game for Bridgewater, scoring 29 wm be aiding in the in the promotion enthusiasm for these programs on points and grabbing 15 rebounds. . .of the Intramural program on cam- campus who are willing to put a little 
time and effort to gewt involved in 
BAIRS. 
. 
If you find yourself too busy at~ 
this time but would like to hold a 
BAIRS position for next year, elec-
tions will be held early in May! 
Please feel free to bring yourself, 
your questioTls, and/or ideas down 
to Candy 'KendaH in Kelly Gymna-
sium. E~t 286, or myself room 423 
Shea Hall, Ext 3.15. . 
Thank you 
Nina Roberts 
V,P. Recreation' Council 
Freshman Alison Fay led fdor 
...-------------------.--------.. 
In the second half, Bridgewater Bentley_ 'i 
SULLY'S CORNER 
THE DORl:< CALLS IT QUITS! 
One of the most semi-talented 
guards in Bridgewater State intram· 
ural basketball history decided to 
end wnat one basketball critic 
called, "The best career I've ever 
known a pork to have!" Mike l1az-
zanese, affectionately called "the 
Dark" by his teammates, has hung 
up his Nikes. "After leading my team (the "Out of Shapes") to its glorious 
]·4 record last year, anything else 
would have been antidimactic!" said 
Mike from his plush third floor room 
at Scott Hall. Mike is graduating this 
year, but his leg,?nd will live on here 
at ESC. A "So Long Dark Cere· 
monial Dinner" was held at ,Scott 
Hall this week and Mike was· pres-
ented a memorial basketball by his 
ex-teammates. With a tear in his 
eye, Mike. cried, "You guys are real 
a---·-·s1" And so a glorious career, 
consisting of no point:;, no 
rebounds, and no-assists (Mike 
claims he is a d~fensive specialist!) 
'has come toa close. So long' and 
best of luck to BSC's beloved Dark! 
Another talented individual was 
honored recently, Dave Cowens, 
one of the most respected Celtics of 
all time, had his number (18) rais~d' 
to the rafters of Boston Garden this 
weekend. Big Red, who always 
seemed to play about a foot taller 
than he really was, certainly 
deserved thiS honor. Dave Cowens 
retired- does anybody else feel 
old? Seems like he was just drafted 
out of Florida a few we~ks ago! 
Speaking of Dave Cowens, his ex· 
teammates just recently lost three 
games in a row for th(' first tjme in 
two years. They have plenty of 
excuses' though, with Larry· Bird 
playing hurt and Robert Parish not 
100% either. Plus they \pere on a 
tough road trip,which didn't help 
matters any. This experience did 
show just how fragile the Celtics are 
though. It's a good thing they didn't 
lose Bird for an extended period of 
time, and r shudder to think what 
would happen if Tiny Archibald._ 
should get injured! If Gerald Hend-
erson had to step into the starting 
line'up, the Celtics would bein deep 
trouble. The only time Henderson is 
under control with the ball is when 
he is shooting free .throws. The 
Celts should definitely be looking for 
a good back-up ball handling guard. 
r hear Ronny Perry is available? 
-REI-LOW STUDENTS-
For Floor, Carpet and 
General Cleaning CALL: 
-Dave Burns-
College Cleaning Service 
947-9528 
10% OFF with Student'ID 
ULet us do 'your dirty work" 
BECOME A COLLEGE 
CAMPUS DEALER Sell 
brand name audio & video 
components. Low prices, 
high profits. No investment 
necessary. For details 
contact: Southern 
Electronics Distrlbutors, 
2125 Mountain Industrial 
Blvd. Tucker, GA 30084 
or CAll.. T.oll Free (800-241~ 
6270) ask 'for Mr: Kay 
DAYTONA .BEACH 
CO'MPLETE PACKAGE $129 
MARCH 7-14, 14-21, 21 .. 28; APRIL 11·18 
PRICE INCLUDES: . 
• 8 days/7 nights accommodations at 
International Inn on the beach. 
• Exclusive Discount Booklet 
• Free admissi9n into international's night club. 
• Free live rock band afternoons and evenings. 
• Welcome Beach/Pool Party 
• Compl.imentary beers from Adventures In Travel 
• Free souvenir sun-visor and flight bag. 
• Full program of optional activities, excursions 
and events. 
Limited Space 
Mail $25.00 Deposit To: 
Adventures In Travel 
1200 Post Road East 
Westport, Conn. 06880 
Act Now 
or w~ite orc~1I for broChur~ and infQrmatio!,,) (203)' 226·7421 
